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Washington Public Power Supply System
P.O. Box 968 3000 George Washington Way Richland, Washington 99352 (509) 372-5000

Docket No. 50-397

December 24, 1981
G02-81-551
SS-'L-02-CDT-„81-113

Mr. A. Schwencer, Director
Licensing Branch No. 2
Division of Licensing
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Schwencer:

Subject: NUCLEAR PROJECT NO. 2
RESPONSES TO REi|UESTS FOR INFORMATION

RECEIVED

JAN 8 1982m S
~@ee emmr

TIC

Enclosed are sixty copies of the responses to Geosciences Branch
guestions Nos. 360. 14 and 360.17. These questions and responses will
be incorporated into the next WNP-2 FSAR Amendment.

Even though the response to guestion 360. 14 concludes that in our best
judgement "the faults along RAW are not capable according to USNRC
criteria," we have included in the response estimates of potential
earthquake magnitudes and resulting ground motion at the site that
would be calculated if the faults along RAW were assumed to be capable.
These results are consistent with earlier information presented by the
Supply System in meetings with the Geosciences Branch and are provided
in response to a specific telephone request for the information from
the Geosciences Branch.

Very truly yours,

G. D. Bouchey, Dep Director
Safety and Security

GDB/rch
Enclosures

cc: R Auluck - NRC

WS Chin - BPA
R Feil - NRC

B Jackson - NRC
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MNP-2

Q. 360.014

Provide your best deterministic judgement of the Loagtha
characters and capability of CLEM 'within the site region.If you determine it to be segmented as reported in the
meeting of November 17-18'981m provide a map with topo-
graphic base delineating the segments and discuss in
detail. the character and, capability of the individual
segments~ with supporting basis for all judgements.

Response:

The Cle Elum-WaLlula Lineament (CLEW)~ as defined by
Laubscher (Appendix 2.5-0) r is a 240 km-Long northwest-
trending zone of "en echelon" anticlines that includes
part of the Yakima fold belt (Figure 360.014-1) . CLEW
is coincident with the cent> aL third of the Olympic-
Mallowa Lineament (OML) which was postulated by Raisz
(1945) ..The por tion of CLEW that extends from Rattle-
snake Mountain southeastward to the vicinity of Mil'ton-
Freewater has been termed the Rattlesnake-Wallula align-
ment '(RAM) (Appendix Z.SK) .

As discussed in FSAR Amendment 18'ection 2.5.1.2.5r OML
is not a fundamental 'crustal boundary of continent-ocean
type in the area of the Pasco Basin (Appendix 2.5N).
GeoLogic interpretations (Appendices 2.5Nand 2.5-0) and
crustal geophysical studies (Systemsr Sciencei and Softwarei
1980; Appendix 2.5L) conclude that neither CL'EW nor RAW"
coincide with a major change in crustaL composition. Based
on the Limit of resoLution of the north-south trending
gravity contours that cross'LEMr the strike slip displace-
ment parallel to CLEWS'f any'annot be more than 2 to 3 km
(Appendix 2.5L); the gravity. data do not indicate that..str ike-
slip displacement'has occuried. Riddle Niocene basalt flows
and dikesr and high-angle faults (including the Hite fault)
ar e not displaced by OWL as drawn by Raisz. (1945) along the
south fork of the MaLla Malla River (Kendallr et air 1981)-
Ther eforer the southeasternmost extent of CLEM is in the
area of Mi L ton-Freewaterr Oregon.

Tectonic Models

The data do not aLLow an unequivocaL choice between the two
prevailing tectonic models: 1) that CLEW is the structuraL
expression of a basement zone of dextraL shear that becomes

360 ~ 014-.1



MNP-2

either deeper (Laubscheri Appendix 2.5-0) or broader and
more di ffuse (Davisr Appendix 2.5N) to the northwest or
2) that RAM/CLEW i s the consequence of north-south compression
of plateau strata against a rigid basement "buttress" having
a northwest trending southern boundaryi either with no
component of strike-slip deformation or with associated
reverse- obl--ique-slip components (Prices 1981; Woodward",CLyde~
1981). No basement zone of strike-,slip faulting is required
by the second modeL. The widespread occurrence of sub-
horizontaL striae along major faults along RAW (steeply
dipping striae are aLso common) are compatible with e~ther
modeL.

Davis (Appendix 2.5N) defines three structur'al domains of
CLEM (Figure 360.014-1); domains II and III comprise RAW.
Domain I extends south from Cle Elem to Rattlesnake Mountain
and is defined by a broad zone of defLected or anomalousfold trends. Although Davis included RattLesnake Nountain
in domain Ii the Rattlesnake g buntain anticline is similarin structure al style and orientation to the doubly-plunginganti clines of domain II. Therefor'er the Rattlesnake Nountainanticline has been included in domain II in this analysis.
Laubscher (Appendi x 2.5
of domain I is the resu
depths of 15 to 20 km.
features of domain I is
is deeperi but 'that the
broader and more diffus
Nounta in=- (Oa v i s i 1981) .

-0) proposes that the broad deformation
Lt of a transcurrent structure at

An alternative "explanation for the
not that the controlLing structure
zone of "basement" wrenching is

e to the northwest of Rattlesnake

In neither Laubscher's or Davis'odeL is a throughgoingfault proposed in domain I that may be potentiaL seismic
source No evidence of throughgoing fauLts is present at
the surface within domain I-. A transcurrent structure at
depths of 15 to 20 km's proposed by Laubscheri would be
at or near the maximum depth of seismicity in the Columbia
Plateau and would Lie within the lowermost crust and/or the
upper mantle. Davis (1981) postulates a broad diffuse zoneof deformation beneath the folds of domain I; this also
argues against a throughgoing structure at depth. Thereforer
the discussion of potential seismic sourcesr capabilityi
and maximum magnitudes is based on an analysis of the RAW
portion of CLEM (i.e r domains II and III).
The following discussions of segmentationi capabilityr maximum
magnitudes~ and ground motions are presented for both tectonic
models: strike«slip faulting; and reverse-oblique-slipfaulting.

360. 014-2
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The weight of the available geologic and seismologic evidonce:
Leads us to conclude that the faults along RAM are not
capable according ta the USNRC criteria.
There is no historical or instrumental seismicity associated
with any of the faults along RAW and there is no geologic
evidence that indicates there has been any single displace-
ment during the past 35r000 years or multiple displacements
during the past 500i000 years. Only indirect evidence might
suggest that the faulting along RAM could be capable. The
instrumental seismicity data for the Columbia PLateau shows
that the region is undergoing north-south compression. The
presence of relatively young scarps that are apparently fault
related along Toppenish Ridgei and the displaced PLeistocene (?)
graveLs at Union Gap suggest that deformation due to north-
south compression may stiLL be occurring Locally within the
plateau. The orientation of RAW with respect to,the pr esent
stress fieldr is compatible with either reverse-oblique-slipi
or with right-Lateral strike-slip.
The assessment o'f the capabi Lity of individual faults along
the RAM trend isi i.n parti dependent upon the style of

'eformation(tectonic model) that is attributed to RAW.If RAM. is characterized by strike-slip faultingi alL the
parts of the structure are likely to exhibit the same capa-bility (i.e.i either capable or not capable); whereasi if
RAM is characterized by reverse-oblique faultingi the di fferent
fault'segments may exhibit different capability.

I

The available geologic evidence regarding the age of the
most recent displacement on faults along RAW is summarized
below-

Wallula Ga Fault - At Warm Springs Canyonr colluvial deposits
that post-date the Columbia River basalt but pre-date the
late Pleistocene flood deposits are in fault contact with
the Frenchman Springs Nember of the Saddle Mountains Formation
(Niocene). The age of the faulted coLLuviaL deposits is
uncertain. They could be as old as the Ringold Formation
(Niocene - Pliocene)i but they are pr obably early to middle
Pleistocene in age. At Warm Springs Canyoni the late PLeisto-
cene Touchet deposits (13i000 years B.P.) overlie the Wallula
.Gap fault and are not displaced. At Yellepiti the Mallula
Gap fault is overlain by deposits of the Kennewick fangLomeratei
which are not displaced. The Kennewick fanglomerate pre-dates
a caliche soiL horizon that is greater than 20i000 years old

360. 01 4-3
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Finle Quarr - A 13 m-wide zone containing 3 fault traces
was exposed in a trench in Finley Quarry at the northeast
end of the Butte. The northern and centraL fault t~'oceS dis
pLace colluvial deposits that post-date the Columbia River
Basalt. These fauLted deposits are overlain by unfaulted
colluvium At the northern end of the exposurer this unfaulted
unit is overLain by two caliche soil horizons Uranium-
thorium dates on caliche rinds indicate that the uppersoil is at least 70i000 years old Presumably the Lower
calichei which is thickeri is much older; conceivablyi it
is equivalent in age to pre-Quaternar y soils developed on
fanglomerates that grade to the Ringold For mation in the-
Pasco Basin. Ninimum ages for the soiLs can be estimated
based on correlation to intervals. of climatic warming i'nter-
preted f rom. deep sea cores (Shackleton and Opdyker 1973)
The degree of soiL profile development. (stage II to III
carbonate development) and the minimum age of 70i000 years
B P. suggest that the upper paleosoL formed during the
Sangamon Interglacial (oxygen isotope stage 5)i which Lasted
from about 125r000 to 75i000 B.P. By inferencei the lower
paleosoL may have. formed during oxygen isotope stage 7~
which Lasted from 2'51>000 to 195r000 years B.P.

Rattlesnake Mountain Fault - There is no evidence that
indicates there has been any Quaternary displacement on the
Rattlesnake Mountain fault. Howevers no Quaternary deposits
have been mapped along this structure that are o'f sufficient
age to prove that the fault is not capable. Late Pleistocene
and Holocene landslide deposits and eolian deposits overlie
the fauLt and are not displaced.

The absence of any historical or instrumental seismicity
associated with faults'long RAW and the absence of any
geologic evidence for recent displacement suggests that
the faults along RAM are not.capable. There is geoLogic
evidence that indicates there has been no displacement on
the Wallula Gap faulted which occurs along the southeastern
domain of RAMr dur ing at Least the past 20i000 years. There
is geologic evidence at Finley Quarry that suggests there
has been no dispLacement on the structural domain extending
from near WalLula Gap to Rattlesnake 'Nountain during at Least
the past 70>000 years and probably not within about the past
200i000 years. The data do not preclude the possibility of
the faults having very long recurrence intervals (hundredsof. thousands of years). However i the ~eight of the available
geologic and seismologic evidence Leads us to conclude that
the faults along RAM are not capable accor ding to the USNRCcriteria.

360.014-4
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The foLlowing discussions on segmentationi maximum earthquake
magnitudes and ground motions are presented to indicate thesignificance of RAW to the SSE if it was.o. oeyized that faults
along RAM are capable.

Se mentation

Geologic and geomorphic data may be used -to define the partsof a fault that represent earthquake rupture segments orstructural domains that exhibit uniform behavior through
time.. Geologic relationships reflect the past history of
deformation along a structure in terms of fault Locationfold/fault r elationships~ and style of deformation. There-forer a knowledge of the history. of deformation can aLLow
estimates of the future behavior of faults-
Domains II and III along RAW are defined because they exhibitsimilar styles of deformation through geologic time. In
the vicinity of Wallula Gapr RAW exhibits a pronounced changein structural style that ref Lects a segmentation of the zone
(Figure 360.014-1) . Structural domain III to the southeastis defined by a complex zone of folding and apparent strikeslip to reverse oblique-slip faulting along the Wallula Gapfault. Domain II to the northwest is 'defined'by an alignmentof structuraL domes'oubly-plunging anticlinesr and relatively
minor faults. Detailed mapping along domain II of RAW has
shown that faults are discontinuous and are a'pparently Limitedto individual domes. These domains do not represent faultrupture segments.

The Lengths of fault-rupture segments are estimated based on
evidence of segmentation~ dimensions of known faultsr and anunderstanding of tectonic models Because of differences in
the mechanics of rupturei there appears to be a hi'gher prob-ability that surface geologic and geomorphic relationships
define .the segmentation of dip-slip faults than they do forstrike-slip faults. For this reasons RAW is segmented somewhatdifferently for a strike-slip tectonic model than for areverse-oblique-slip model.

Reverse-Obli que-S l i p Model:

For a reverse-oblique-slip modelr it is assumed that futurefault behavior will be consistent with past behavior esti-
mated from geologic evicence. In domain IIr fault rupture
segments wilL most likely coincide with known faults and
rupture dimensions will be limited by fold 'dimensions. The
longest known fault along this domain and the closest fault.

360.014 5
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to the site is the Rattlesnake Nountain fault. In domainIIIi the Mallula Gap fault zone is the Longest fault that
could be. a potential sei smic source.

Strike-Slip Nodel:

ALthough the structural domains of RAM probably apply toall tectonic modeLsi'it is possible that surface geologic
and geomorphological relationships may not define the
segmentation of strike-slip faults having Little or noverticle component of slip. There is no evidence for a
throughgoing strike-slip fault i'n domain II. Howeveriif this evidence is disregardedi there is little basisfor segmenting RAM i f one assumes a strike-slip model.
Thereforei fault parameters for a strike-slip modeL are
developed assuming RAM is not segmented-

Fault Parameters

Re ve r se-Ob l i que-S l i p.

As discussed previouslyi the faults having potential signifi-cance'o the sitei i f they are seismogenic sourcesi are the
Mallula Gap fault and the Rattlesnake Nountain fault The
WalLula Gap fault has. a maximum inferred Length of 45 km.
Assuming that up to half of the total fault Length mhy ruptur e
during an earthquakei the maximum rupture length for the
Mallula Gap fault 'is 23 km. The RattLesnake Mountain fault
has a mapped length of 7 km andi assuming it connects with
the short fault that is mapped on strike to the northwest
(FSAR Section 2.5.1.2..4.4-1) i it has an inferr ed Length of
10 km. The maximum Length of the fauLt is estimated to be
20 km by assuming that the fault extends southward along theentire length of the Rattlesnake Mountain anticline. Rupture
Lengths of 5 km and 10.km are estimated based on assumed hal f-
Length rupture.
The downdip fault widths of both the Wallula Gap fault and
the Rattlesnake Mountain fault are uncertain but may be
estimated from crustaL models that are based on seismicity
and geophysical data (Appendix 2.5K). The estimates offault width are based on dipping fault surfaces and range
from 5 to 11 kilometers. The 5 km width is derived using
a fault that dips 60 degrees and extends to a depth of 4
km; the 4 km depth is the maximum depth to 'the base of the
Columbia River basalts based on gravity data (Appendix 2.5L).
A width of 11 km is obtained using the average maximum
depth to basement Based on a time-term analysis (Eatonr
1976) of 7 5 km and a fault dip of 45 degrees.

360.. 014-6
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The following table summarizes the magnitude-related fault
parameter s for the Mal lula faul t an'd the Rat tlesnake
Nountain fault assuming a reverse-oblique model:

Wallula Fault
Rattlesnake

Nountain Fault

Total Length
Rupture Length
Fault Width

45 km
23 km

5 to 11 km

10 to 20 km
5 to 10 km
5 to11 km

Strike-Slip Nodel:

Assuming RAW is not segmentedr the rupture length may be
estimated in two ways: 1) by assuming that a percentage of
the total structure length will rupturei and 2) by assuming
that the rupture Length wiLL be one-half of the Longest
mapped fault. To estimate the percentage rupturei the
relationship of Slemmons (1980; pers. comm.i 1981) developed
for strike-slip faults may be used:

RL 11 ~ 7 + 0.016 (LT

where LT is the total fault Length in kilometers and P
>

is
the percentage of totaL rupture length. The total Lengths
used in Slemmons'1980) relationship are the maximum Lengths
of strike-slip fault systems. To apply the relationship to
RAMi it is assumed that the more continuous faulting observed
in domain III extends to the northwest into domain II as
weLL As discussed previouslyr the data do not suggest a
continuous fault zone along domain II. Based on a total
assumed structure Length equal to the entire Length of RAW
(115 km) i the percentage of rupture would be 13.5X (+ 5.8X) .
This corresponds to a ruptur e Length of 16 km (+ 5.5 km).

A second estimate of rupture e length i s obtained by assuming
that one-half of the Longest mapped fault along RAM will
rupture at the closest distance to RAM to the site. The
maximum inferred Length of the Wallula Gap fault is 45 km;
a half-length rupture would be 23 km. This rupture is assumed
to occur at the cLosest approach of faults along the RAM
trend to the site (20 km)r which would place the rupture
segment along domain II. Because there is no evidence for
a throughgoing fault along domain II> it is beLieved that a
23 km-Long rupture e within this domain is ver y unlikely.

360. 01 4-7
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The downdip fault width for a vertical strike slip fault along
RAW may be estimated from crustal models based on soismicity
and geophysical data. A vertical fault the% extend's te the
average maximum depth to basementr based on a time-term
analysis (Eaton'976)i would have a width of 7.5 km A 12
km width is derived by extending a vertical fault to the
depth above which nearly all of the instrumental seismicity
occurs (Appendix 2.5J).
The following table summarizes "the magnitude-related fault
parameters for RAW assuming a strike-slip model:

Total Length
Rupture Length
Faul t Width

45 to 115 km
16.to 23 km
7.5 to 12 km

Naximum Na nitude Relationshi s

Rupture Length vs. Magnitude (length in meters)

Strike-Slip: Y: ~ 0.597 + 1.351 Log L (Slemmonsi 1977)

Reverse-Obl.ique: ';P = 4.398 + 0.568 Log L (Slemmonsi 1977)

Area vs Magnitude (area in square kilometers)

All fault types: p ~ 4 ~ 15 + Log A (Wyssi 1979)

'Ni n'i t'u'd e 'Estimates

Based on the empirical relationships and the fault parameters
presented above'aximum earthquake magnitudes are estimated
and are presented below.

Reverse-,Oblique-Slip Node l:
Wa l lula Gap Fault

Naximum Na nitude

Rupture Length 6.9

Area

Estimate

6.2 to 6.6

6-1/2 to 7

360. 01 4-8
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Rattlesnake Mountain Fault

Naximuo Nh n-ftu.8e

Rupture Length

Area

Estimate

6.5 to 6.7

57 to 6.2

6 to 6-1/2

Few data constr ain the rupture length-magnitude relationship
of Slemmons (1977) for N < 7 for reverse-oblique-slip fault ingr
and the correlation coefficient of this relationship is low
(0.52). The area-magnitude relationship of Myss (1979) is
much better constrained at these magnitudes. Thereforei the
maximum magnitude estimates based on, fault area are preferred-
Strike Slip Model.:

Rattlesnake-Mal lul a Al ignment

Techni ue Naximum Na nitude

Rupture Length

Area

Estimate

6.3 to 65
6.2 to 6.6

6-1 /2

In summaryi the estimates of maximum magnitude are given
below:

Source
e

Tectonic Nodel N max.
Distance
to Site

RAW Strike-Slip 6 to 6-1/2

Mal lula Fault Reve r se-Ob l i que-S l i p 6-1/2 to 7

Rattlesnake Ntn Reverse-Oblique-Slip 6 to 6-1/2

42 km

20 km

20 km

Ground Notions

Attachment A to Appendix 2 5K of Amendment No. 18 describes
attenuation relationships that wer e used in the seismic
exposure analysis of the MNP-2 and MNP-1/4 site. Data from
the 1971'an Fernando'alifornia earthquake~ in which the
type of faulting was reverse-oblique-slips wet e used to define
attenuation relationships for magnitude 6-1/2. The attenuation

360.014-9
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relationships presented in Attachment A of Appendix 2.5K are
reasonably applicable to the hypothesized events on RAM far
which the type of faulting i s reverse-ob'li que>~eL tp~

Idrissr et al (1982) developed general attenuation relation-
ships that incorpor ate data from strike-slip earthquakes
as. well as from earthquakes having other types of faulting.
For the hypothesized strike-slip earthquake on RAWi it is
judged that these relationships are more applicable than those
in Attachment A of Appendix 2.5K.

Source

Using the attenuation relationships referred to above'he
following estimates of site peak gr ound acceleration are
obtained for the hypothesized maximum earthquakes:

Nax imum Dist; Peak Ground Acceler ation (g)
(

Mallula Fault
(Reverse-Obli que-
Slip)

6-1/2 to 7 42 0.08 to 0.11 0.11 to 0.16

Rattlesnake
Noun t a in Fau lt
(Rever se-Ob L i que-
Slip)

6 to 6-1/2 20 0 14 to 0.18 0.20 to 0.26

RAM
(Strike-Slip)

6-1 /2 20 0.17 0.25

Note that for the magnitude 6-1
in the above tablei Equation 2.
Appendix 2.5K was used because
analysis of the data from the m

earthquake. For the magnitude
events in the above tablei the
ship given in Equation 2.5K-A6

/2 reverse-oblique-slip events
SK-A2 of Attachment A ofit is the direct result of
agnitude 6-1/2 San Fernando
6 and 7 reverse-oblique-slip
generalized attenuation relation-
was used

Naximum magnitude estimates of 7 on the MaLlula Gap fault and6-1/2 on the Rattlesnake Nountain fault are judged to be Lesscredible than the other estimates of maximum magnitudes
pr esented above because of the 'Lesser reliability of the
Length-magnitude correlation used to obtain these estimatesr
as discussed previously. Consequentlyi the best estimates
fol the peak ground accelerations range from 0.08 g to 0.17 gat the median level and 0.11 g to 0.25 g at the 84th percentile
Level.

360. 014-1 0



Estimates of site response spectra have been made using the
higher accelerations in- the ranges cited above'.17 g
(median) and 0.25 g (84th percentile). NUREG/CR 0098 (U..
Nuclear Regulator y Commissionr 1978) was used to estimate
response spectra in two ways: 1) multiplying the median
peak acceleration by the 84th percentile amplification factor s
given in NUREG/CR-0098'nd. 2) muLtiplying the 84th percentile
peak acceleration by the median amplification factor s given in
NUREG/CR-0098. The resulting response spectra (damping ratio
of 0.02) are compared in Figure 360.014-2 with the NRC
Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectrum anchored to the SSE peak
ground acceleration of 0.25 g. (The MNP-2 plant has been
analyzed and found to be adequate for the Regulatory Guide
1.60 spectrum anchored to 0.25 g 3 Figure 360.014-2
indicates that the derived site response spectra are Lower
than or equal'to the Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectrum at aLL
per iods.

360. 014-11
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In the section on Umtanun Ridge — Gable Mountain, reference
was made to the Golder report to NESCO. Reevaluate the
structural and/or tectonic model on Umtanun Ridge in light of the

geologic map and cross section of the Golder report (Figure
2N-11, 2N-13) suggesting normal faulting on Umtanum where reverse
arrows are shown. (Contact Tim Hait, USGS.)

RESPONSE

In this response, cross section A-A'Golder,. 1981; Figure
2N-13) is reevaluated in light of three possible models to
explain the anomalous apparently normal displacement on the
Umtanum fault and local structural complexities in the Filey Road

area (Figure 1)

The Untanum fault is clearly a reverse fault along which
distinctly older units have been thrust over younger basalt flows
in a compressional stress regime (Golder, 1981; Figure 2N-11) ~

This style of faulting is observed over all but 1 1/2 miles of
the inferred length of 19 miles for this fault along the northern
margin of the eastern segment of Umtanum Ridge. An apparent
anomaly in this dominantly older-over-younger relationship exists
along two short segments of the fault trend where lithology and

structure are particularly complex'n cross section
A-A'Golder,

1981; Figure 2N-13) stratigraphic units are juxtaposed
across the Umtanum fault with an apparent normal sense of
displacement rather than the reverse sense of displacement, which

is indicated by arrows on this figure and typical of the fault.

The geologic structure from the Yakima Firing Center
boundary to 1/2 mile west of cross section A-A'n Figure 2N-ll
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(Golder, 1981) is considerably more complex than in adjacent
. areas near Priest Rapids Dan (on the east) and Sourdough Canyon

(on the west). This intervening area is characterized by
apparently repeated east-west trending bands of Grande Ronde,
Vantage, Frenchman Springs, and Roza Members lying north of the
mapped trace of the Umtanum fault on Figure 2N-11. These, bands
of rock and associated structural complexities are not known to
be present elsewhere along the northern margin of this ridge
segment. Thus, geologic conditions here appear to reflect
unique, local structural relationships that exist only along this

~ I 1/2 mile section of the ridge front.

General

Before discussing the four models, several observations can
be made concerning the geology shown on Figure 2N-11 (Golder,
1981). This figure is reproduced here as Figure I vith certain
modifications (described in the following sections) which have

A-A 'eenmade on the basis of a reevaluation of cross section A-A
Figure 1 should be used with reference to the following points.

\

1. The area of complex structure underlain by older Manapun
and Grande Ronde Basalt units forms a lobate mass that
lies north of the Umtanum fault and extends only I I/2
miles east-vest from near Filey Road to just west of
section line A-A'.

2 ~ South of the mapped trace of the Umtanun fault, basalt
units in the hanging mall trend east-west and are
uniformly steeply dipping and overturned from east of
Priest Rapids Dan to Sourdough Canyon along the entire
northern ridge front.
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3. Units within the lobate mass lying between the Umtanum

fault and the possible reverse fault along section
A-A'ip

to the south or north at 20'r less and are not
overturned. Units between the possible reverse fault
and the north reverse fault dip approximately 15'o

20'outh

.and are not overturned.

4. The footwall exposures between Priest Rapids Dam and

Sourdough Canyon are primarily gently north-dipping
Ibasalt flows of the Priest Rapids Member which is

structurally very little disturbed. A gentle anticlinal
warp in footwall rocks is present just to the north of
the north reverse fault.

5. The presence of gently dipping Priest Rapids Basalt in
the footwall east, north, and west of the lobate mass of
upright older Manapum and Grande Ronde rocks indicates
that these complexly deformed units must be bounded by a

~ subhorizontal fault along their .western margin (not
previously shown on Figure 2N-11 but included on Figure
1 here) which connects the western end of the north
reverse fault to the main Umtanum fault along a

northeast-southwest trend.

6. The area along the Umtanum fault trace where younger
rocks (Frenchman Springs Member) are mapped as being
anomalously thrust over older units (Grande Ronde
Basalt) extends for less than 1 mile along the fault
trace on either side of section A-A'Golder Associates,
1981; Figure 2N-11). Roza Member is also shown as being
thrust over Grande Ronde Basalt along a short section of
the Umtanum fault trace I/2 mile east of Filey Road.
Along the remainder of the Umtanum fault trace from east
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of Priest Rapids Dam to west o2 Sourdough Canyon (a
distance of approximately 19 miles), hanging-wall rocks
of the same age as, or distinctly, older than, footwall
rocks are thrust northward over the footwall. Thus, the
anomalous normal displacement suggested by the presence
of younger units Juxtaposed over older units occurs only
along a very short section of the mapped trace of the
Umtanum fault.

Models

~ - Although field evidence clearly demonstrates reverse
movement on the Umtanum fault, several possible explanations for
local geologic conditions suggesting normal displacement are
presented in the following three models. Cross section

A-A'Golder,

1981; Figure 2N-13) is reproduced here as Figure 2 with
only the attitudes. of the various units shown. 'aults are not
shown on this structural representation. The three models
describe mechanisms which might have produced the pattern and

attitudes of rock units shown on this section and on the geologic
nap (Figure 1). The first two models (imbricate thrusting in a

double fold and landsliding) are considered the most reasonable
explanations of the anomalous relationships; these two models are
in agreement with the observations made in the previous section.
The third model (antithetic faulting in the hanging wall of
imbricate reverse faulting) is incompatible with the field
relationships described in the previous section.

Model 1: Imbricate Thrusting in a Double Fold

Xn this model (Figure 4), a small subsidiary fold is
inferred to have formed. in front of (north of) the main Umtanum

fold in the Filey Road area and to have extended from the Yakima
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Firing Center boundary to 1/2 mile west of cross section A-A'.
The axis of this subsidiary fold was convex to the north (Figure
4A)

As folding proceeded, reverse faulting, which was elsewhere
confined to the northern .base of the main Umtanum Ridge
anticline, first occurred near the northern margin of the
subsidiary fold in the Filey Road area (Figure 3B), displacing a

south-dipping sequence of older Wanapun Basalt units over basalt
flows of the Priest Rapids Member along the north reverse fault.
In this initial phase of folding and generation of a thrust fault
from the core of the main anticline, the area of maximum

shortening along the syncline axis near Filey Road was elevated
with respect to the general structural position of the syncline
along the major portion of the main fold front on the northern
flank of the ridge (Figure 3). This local upwarping of the
syncline axis is attributed to the presence of the subsidiary
anticline north of the main fold in the Filey Road area As a

consequence, the thrust fault (Umtanum fault), which propagated
from the core of the main concentric fold structure, locally
intersected the ground surface north of the axis of maximum

shortening along the ridge front in the 'Filey road area (Figure
3A and 3B) during this initial stage of fold/fault development.

In a subsequent phase of the folding process (Figure 4A),
thrust faulting occurred along the possible reverse fault, and

the north reverse fault became inactive. During this second

phase of faulting, Frenchman Springs and Grande Ronde basalt
flows were thrust over Priest Rapids and Frenchman Springs basalt
flaws
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In a third phase of folding (Figure 4B), faulting again
stepped to the south, and Grande Ronde Basalt was thrust over
basalt of the Frenchman Springs Member along a fault that had not
been previously inferred on Figure 2N-11 (see Figure 1). Note
that: (1) all three of these imbricate thrust wedges involve
rocks present in the subsidiary fold just north of the main
Umtanum Ridge anticline and (2) these units are not overturned.

This southward migration of imbricate thrusting in the Filey
Road area reflects local, near-surface adjustments in the
position of the fault plane as it migrated toward the adjacent
syncline which marked the axis of maximum shortening south of the
subsidiary fold. Elsewhere along the ridge, this syncline was

already the locus of the intersection of faulting with the ground
surface (Figure 3A and 3B). Thus, a stepwise migration of
faulting to the zone of maximum shortening along the syncline
axis occurred locally during later stages of growth of the main
fold in the Filey Road area.

As faulting occurred along these local imbricate thrusts,
folding and overturning of basalt units in the main anticline
proceeded until, finally, thrust faulting also occurred in the
Filey Road area at the base of the main anticline where maximum

shortening was occurring throughout the eastern segment of
Umtahun Ridge (Figure 4C). Because basalt flows of 'the Frenchman

Springs Member were already sharply folded and overturned in the
main anticline, thrusting along the Umtanum fault in this area
(as shown on Figure 1) resulted in the juxtaposition of younger
(FZenchman Springs) basalt over older (Grande Ronde) basalt
(Figure 5), a situation made possible by the prior uplift and

thrusting of these older units in the local, subsidiary.
anticline.
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Thus, the final step in this model shows a cross-sectional
. Pattern compatible with that observed in Figure 2 and on the
geologic map (Figure 1). The faulting is inferred to be a

product of folding of a concentric fold in a compressional stress
regime, and the anomalous local Juxtaposition of younger rocks
over older rocks is explained by the presence of a small,
subsidiary anticline to the north of the main Umtanum fault. The

south-stepping activity on faults'is supported by the observation
that the most northerly fault in the area, the north reverse
fault, is overlain by undisturbed basalt of the Pomona Member at
an elevation of approximately 800 to 850 feet above sea level.
These relationships demonstrate inactivity on this fault for the
last 12 m.y. However, the presence of basalt of the Pomona
Member on the southern flank of Umtanun Ridge at an elevation of
2030 feet indicates that folding and faulting continued in
post-Pomona time along the main part of the ridge. This model is
also compatible with: (1) the distribution of east-vest trending
rock belts formed by the imbricate thrust slices, (2) the
observed basalt flow attitudes, (3) the localization of the main
Umtanum fault at the northern margin of tightly folded and
overturned Wanapua units, (4) the apparent shallow dips of thrust
faults in the area as inferred from map patterns, and (5) the
lobate shape of upright hanging-wall rocks that lie north of the
more tightly folded overturned units forming the northern margin
of the anticline elsewhere along the northern limb of the main
fold.

Model 2: Landsliding

Another model involves northward sliding of very large
landslide blocks off the uplifted crest of Umtanum Ridge fold
(Figures 6 and 7). In .this model, the most northerly fault (the
north reverse fault) is at the toe of the large, lobate rock mass
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of older Vanapun and Grande Ronde Basalt which is interpreted as

a landslide complex in this model. Figure 8 is a sketch of the
structural configuration of the eastern segment of Umtanum Ridge
between Sourdough Canyon and Priest Rapids Dam.'he Twin fault
is considered to be a tear fault across which differential
folding of the, ridge front occurred. Units to the west of this
fault are more tightly folded and overturned than units to the
east. The upper reverse fault is a low angle thrust in the hinge
area of the fold where units in the upper limb overrode units in
the steeply dipping northern limb. The upper reverse fault
resembles the Buck thrust of Price (198la) in this respect-
Periodic oversteepening of the fold and associated landsliding
could. account for the complex lobate rock mass which now lies to
the north of what is shown as the Umtanum fault on Figure l.

As sliding proceeded, progressively deeper portions of the
fold hinge and older rocks were exposed. As a result, the
roughly arcuate slide masses are now stratigraphically re'versed,
with older rocks overriding younger rocks in a pattern resembling
imbricate thrusting (Figure 6B and 6C). The oldest sliding event
is considered to be pre-Pomona in age (12 m.y.) beause
undisturbed basalt of the Pomona Member overlies the northern
margin of the inferred slide mass. Subsequent episodes of
folding again oversteepened the north flank of the ridge in the
area of the upper reverse fault and resulted in further sliding
of large blocks off the crest. Movement along the Umtanum fault
later juxtaposed overturned younger rocks (Frenchman Springs) in
the hinging-wall over older rocks (Grande Ronde) in the youngest,
most southerly slide mass lying on the subhorizontal footwall
units (Priest Rapids) (Figure 7).

Thus, this model explains the apparent local juxtaposition
of younger units over older units along the main Umtanum thrust.
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The model is also in agreement with the general observations made

in the first section of this response. The model does require
significant pre-Pomona elevation of the Umtanum Ridge anticline
to account for the massive landslides. That such relief existed
is suggested by the presence of Pomona outcrops underlain by a

basalt fanglonerate that is inferred to have been shed from the
northern margin of Untanum Ridge. 'The presence of this
fanglonerate and its pre-Pomona age suggest that the anticline
may have had sufficient relief to generate large landslides prior
to 12 m.y. ago. The model does not explain why the localized
oversteepening occurred west of the twin fault or how steeply
dipping units on the ridge crest rotated to an upright position
with subhorizontal to southerly dips which they now generally
have in the hypothesized slide complex.

Model 3: Antithetic Faulting

A third model assumes that high-angle antithetic normal or
reverse faulting occurred along what is mapped as the trace of
the main Umtanum fault in the area between Filey Road and cross
section A-A'n Figure 1. In this model, reverse displacement at
the northern base of Untanum Ridge is locally distributed over
several imbricate thrust slices, the possible reverse fault and

north reverse fault being the two most prominent structures along
which reverse movement had occurred (Figure 9B to 9D). The

Umtanum fault, which is considered an antithetic fault in the
hanging wall of this thrust complex, displaces basalt of the
Frenchman Springs Member against Grande Ronde Basalt with either
a .normal (Figure 9E) or reverse (Figure 9F) sense of offset.

Although both antithetic normal and antithetic reverse
faulting have been observed in the hanging walls of thrusts,
several problems exist in interpreting the Umtanunn fault as.
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.either one of these types of structures for the central part of
the mapped area shown on Figure 1:

P

At all other locations along the northern margin of the
eastern segment of Untanum Ridge (including the
Sourdough Canyon area immediately west and the Priest
Rapids area immediately east) the Umtanum fault occurs
at the base of the overturned, steeply-dipping
hanging-wall rocks. 'n the Filey Road area, this
structural position would be anomalously occupied by a

normal fault or a north-dipping reverse fault.

2 ~ Unlike rocks in the hanging wall elsewhere along the
Umtanum fault, rocks in the imbricate thrust slices,
which would have to accommodate the primary reverse
displacement through this area, are not overturned.
They are upright and generally dip at angles of less
than 20 degrees. Thus, structural relationships in the
hanging wall in the Filey Road area would be drastically
different than those observed elsewhere along the
northern margi5 of this ridge segment.

3. In the Filey Road area normal faulting or north-dipping
reverse faulting along the presently mapped trace of the
Umtanum fault would be in alignment with low-angle
reverse faulting mapped immediately west in the
Sourdough Canyon area (Figure 1) where good exposures
exist. There is no indication of normal or antithetic
reverse faulting along the trace of the Umtanum fault in
the Sourdough Canyon area. The proposed antithetic
faulting would have to terminate gust west of cross
section line A-A'n Figure 1 and not continue beyond
the landslide complex at the eastern margin of the-
mapped area shown on Figure I.
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Thus, the inferred local antithetic normal or reverse
displacement suggested by this model for the Umtanum fault does
not fit observed structural relationships along the northern
margin of Umtanum Ridge The location of steeply dipping to
overturned rock units along the northern flank of the ridge and
the location of the hinge line of the anticline indicate that
antithetic faulting should occur farther south in the
hanging-wall sequence, not at the margin of overturning in the
area of maximum shortening.

Discussion

None of the three possible models discussed here requires a

reinterpretation of the fold/fault relationships presented in
Golder (1981) to explain the local complex geologic structure and

apparent normal faulting in the Filey Road area. The first two
models are compatible with the general and specific field
observations discussed in the report (Golder, 1981) on the
eastern segment of Umtanum Ridge. The first model is compatible
with faulting produced by folding in a north-south compressional
stress regime and with imbricate thrusting produced locally in
the Filey Road area by faulting of a small subsidiary anticline
that developed just north of the main Umtanum anticline. In this
model, reverse faulting occurred at the same time all along the
northern margin of the ridge and was distributed over three or
more imbricate thrust slices in this area, with the faulting
stepping progressively to the south as the main anticline
developed. In the final stage of development (Figure 4C), very
tight folding and overturning of basalt flows in the main fold
resulted in thrusting of younger units (Frenchman Springs) over
older units (Grande Ronde) which had previously been uplifted and
thrust northward in the small subsidiary fold (Fi.gure 4A and
4B)
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In the second model, landsliding accounts for the apparently
anomalous displacenent of younger units over older units on a

reverse fault (Figures 5 and 6). The Umtanum fault remains a

relatively simple structure compatible with its napped expression
to the east and west of the Filey Road area. The possible
reverse fault and north reverse fault are interpreted as slide
planes separating large individual slide masses. This model

requires significant pre-Pomona uplift of, the ridge to account
for the movement of the first large body of rock from the ridge
crest.

The third model places the principal thrusting associated
with folding on the north reverse fault and possible reverse
fault in the Filey Road area. As shown on the geologic map

(Figure 1), the Umtanum fault is interpreted as a normal or
reverse antithetic fault in the hanging wall of these imbricate
thrust slices (Figures 10A and 10B). However, an antithetic
fault in this location is incompatible with the observed
structural relationships along the northern margin of Umtanun

Ridge.
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